
RegionSocial ClassAgeSex
Wales

&North
Scot-SouthEng-Mid-South
landWestlandlandsEastDEC2C1AB55+35-5418-3465+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

89142243264264301190226285313404285153160165239205805674351002Unweighted base

881402462612672502112912513513712802001501702001701105214811002Weighted base

Paying charges based on when, where and how far you drive is a good idea

2965799795826810111513215677716172845126183182365Agree
33%47%32%37%36%33%32%35%46%38%42%28%35%41%42%42%30%24%35%38%36%

5674157161168156140185134209209196121889811111383323292615Disagree
63%53%64%62%63%62%67%64%53%60%56%70%60%58%57%56%66%76%62%61%61%

-*11-1-1111-1*-1--122Refused
-*1%*-*-****-**-1%--***

319341234294781136115520Don't know
4%*4%1%2%5%1%1%1%3%1%2%4%1%1%2%3%1%3%1%2%

I would use my car less if driving was made more expensive

3973137127134116103158133181159169958666939179263247510Agree
44%52%56%48%50%46%49%54%53%52%43%60%48%57%39%46%53%71%50%51%51%

4362961211241081021211141402011048258971047331220225445Disagree
48%44%39%46%46%43%48%41%46%40%54%37%41%38%57%52%43%29%42%47%44%

-1-11-2-112--12---123Refused
-*-**-1%-***--1%1%---***

74131382641222997236637-37744Don't know
8%3%5%5%3%10%2%4%1%8%2%2%11%4%3%1%4%-7%1%4%

I have no alternative to using a car in my daily life - public transport alternatives just don't exist or aren't convenient

44881471641441231321771562022351511119010812710250294294588Agree
51%63%60%63%54%49%63%61%62%57%63%54%56%60%63%63%60%45%56%61%59%

404791941161137610991137127125805758696561210180389Disagree
46%34%37%36%44%45%36%38%36%39%34%45%40%38%34%34%38%55%40%37%39%

-1----1---1---1----11Refused
-*----*---*---*----**

3383614244129493454-17724Don't know
4%2%3%1%2%6%1%2%2%3%2%1%5%2%2%2%2%-3%1%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 This week the Government announced plans to set up trials of road charging in towns and cities around the country, to reduce congestion and
pollution. This could lead to a national scheme where motorists pay a set amount per mile driven, depending on when and where they're driving.
Charges could range from 1p per mile on quiet country roads, up to perhaps 45p, or even over a pound, per mile on inner city roads during rush-hour.
To compensate there could be reductions in car tax. Please say if you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Base: All respondents
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Rather than charging motorists more to get around, the government should use some of the taxes already collected from motorists
in car tax and petrol duty to widen existing roads and build new ones

709119719219519016521517526325722415111212613113391393352745Agree
80%65%80%73%73%76%78%74%70%75%69%80%75%75%74%65%78%83%75%73%74%

1342416666513868716810554373141643519107120227Disagree
14%30%17%25%25%20%18%23%28%19%28%19%19%21%24%32%21%17%21%25%23%

3512-432182-6211--5410Refused
3%3%*1%-1%1%1%1%2%1%-3%1%*1%--1%1%1%

228266663117265342-15520Don't know
3%2%3%1%2%2%3%2%1%3%2%1%3%4%2%2%1%-3%1%2%
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